
PREMIERONE MOBILE
ACCURATE AND INFORMED FIELD RESPONSE

PremierOne™ Mobile software enables public safety personnel to assess and prepare for a situation when 
dispatched, en route, and on the scene. Information becomes easily accessible, increasing situational awareness 
and improving field response. 

First responders have access to real-time information from PremierOne CAD, PremierOne Records and local, state 
and federal databases. Users easily access information they need via a simple, one-step navigation experience 
throughout the PremierOne Mobile application enabling more informed decisions and quicker, safer, and more 
efficient resolution.

DATA SHEET    PREMIERONE MOBILE

Windows
Navigation and Call Comments

Android 
Dashboard Dispatch Notification

iOS 
Incident Details with Comments
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KEY FEATURES
Field Response: Utilize drive directions and dynamically receive incident details during critical response 
activity. As persons, vehicles and locations are added to an incident, previous incident details are 
instantly made available to officers. This intelligence is automatically surfaced as scenarios develop. 
Access to necessary information enables improved decision-making to execute a rapid and informed 
response to every call for service.

Incident Management: Enable full incident control and information sharing while in the field. Initiate 
an incident with a single touch and update event details, comments, and location. Additionally, scan 
a driver’s license to automatically search and add a subject or query a vehicle. Easily attach photos, 
video, and other multimedia from your devices for collaboration with other units and command staff. 
Empowering officers with tactical controls in the field enables a more autonomous and productive 
mobile workforce.

Enhanced Situational Awareness: Deliver mission-critical information into the hands of those who 
need it most — anytime, anywhere — for informed tactics and successful outcomes. Real-time updates 
and automatic notifications keep responders informed with alerts, “hot hit” responses, messaging, and 
BOLOs along with vital premise and hazard information. Enhance situational intelligence with geofencing 
and status monitoring providing location and activity details of all units and incidents to remain connect-
ed to developing situations as events unfold. 

Windows, Android & iOS Clients: Mobility capabilities are designed to work on in-vehicle laptops, 
smartphones and tablets, or together across multiple devices for one seamless experience. Start re-
sponding to an incident in the vehicle and continue situational awareness outside of the car. 

Intuitive User Interface: One-level access to information minimizes keystrokes to rapidly deliver 
information. Designed to distribute the right information to the right people at the right time. The client 
applications are designed for touch screen use in both a mobile computing and smartphone environment. 
Single key traffic stops, one touch status updates, and simple screen tap to drill down to incident or unit 
details are optimized for the Mobile workforce.

Streamlined Operations: Browser-based administration gives system admins the power to remotely 
configure clients, from a single portal, to match each agency’s unique operational needs. Android, iOS 
and Windows clients share the same provisioning information allowing a single set-up process for all 
platforms, eliminating duplicate efforts and streamlining support.

PREMIERONE MOBILE USERS

OFFICER
Initiate a traffic stop with just one 
touch of the screen, eliminating 

waits for air time.

FIREFIGHTER
Update crew and unit capabilities 
from the vehicle for more accurate 

dispatch information.

EMS
View drive directions to the hospi-
tal with automatic status updates 

upon arrival.

COMMAND STAFF
Access incident and unit status 
monitors for improved command 

decisions.

THE PREMIERONE PLATFORM
PremierOne Mobile application is your solution to optimize field operations and situational awareness for 
first responders. But, it’s also a part of something more. Conquer the complex public safety technology 
landscape with a proven platform designed to meet the unique needs of even the largest agencies. With 
on-premise and cloud deployment options, PremierOne is a robust offering that allows you to continuous-
ly build and grow as needed, and can be configured to your exact specifications while keeping everything 
secure and up-to-date.
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